Moral Correction:
The Refusal of Revision in Henry Fielding's Amelia 'I made the same observation/ cries Booth: 'sure some Misfortune hath befallen her/ 'A Misfortune indeed!' answered Amelia, 'sure Child, you forget what Mrs. Ellison told us, that she had lost a beloved Husband. A Misfortune which I have often wondered at any Woman's surviving/-at which Words, she cast a tender Look at Booth, and presently afterwards throwing herself upon his Neck, cried -'O Heavens! What a happy Creature am I; when I consider the Dangers you have gone through, how I exult in my Bliss!' The good natured Reader will suppose that Booth was not deficient in returning such Tenderness, after which the conversation became too fond to be here related. 1 Captain William Booth and his wife Amelia know that they cannot escape the constraints imposed on them by London's sinister justice system and its roving bands of mercenary bailiffs. Yet the hopelessness of the situation provides a special impetus for Amelia, 'the most worthy, generous, and noble of all Human Beings/ to reflect positively on her predicament (89). Nothing, it seems, might renew Amelia's affections for her husband more effectively than a sentimental reflection on another's misfortunes. Indeed, the psychological pressure that social injustice exerts in this novel makes it nearly impossible for Amelia to take action to improve her circumstances without first considering -and, at times, imaginatively reenacting -the stories told to her. For our instructive paragon, the qualities of life afforded by 'Fortune' or 'Providence' always demand an appreciation of another's suffering before they can be understood as bearing implications for understanding her own. 2 It is this emphasis on the moral function of imagined relationships that leads Fielding to mention the fond scene to his reader without proceeding to describe it.
In contrast, Amelia's 'jealous Rival,' Miss Mathews, encourages Booth to narrate his past, and thus reflect on his family's suffering, merely so she can perform the role of a sentimental listener whose emotional investment in others will improve herself (161, 164) . When Mathews senses another's misfortune, the experience leads her to increase her own LUMEN XX / 2001 1209-3696 / 2001 / 2000-0001 $9.00 / ©CSECS / SCEDHS involvement in the storytelling, but this causes her moral and aesthetic decline: she will later use the fact of the illicit sexual encounter with Booth to blackmail him to extend the liaison, even as this coercion diminishes her status in the novel and in Booth's life. Before Miss Mathews responded to Booth's story through her demand to extend the romance, she enjoyed the status of an interactive confidante, a textual equal to Booth for the first four books of the History. After her demand, she moves to the periphery of the novel and of Booth's life: she becomes, in effect, merely a vague nuisance to his conscience, a character who will henceforth speak only through ill-conceived letters, the disguised voice of a masque in a shepherdess' costume, and later a frantic woman in the street who implores Booth to join her for supper (164, 225, 417, 486) . The quality of this aesthetic and textual decline enables Fielding to offer his readers a realistic portrait of the city, its prison, and its sponging-houses, in all their explicit squalor and viciousness, a contemporary realism without precedent in commercial English fiction.
It is through this portrait of contemporary London and its unpredictably lecherous patrons, merciless bailiffs, and volatile magistrates, that Fielding proposes his most didactic fictional project to date, in which 'we shall best be instructed in this most useful of all Arts, which I call the ART of LIFE' (17). The novel's first chapter pays a surprisingly open compliment to Samuel Richardson's earnest claims to defend (or construct) moral territory, a gesture that has led critics to suspect that in their last novels 'the two rivals were tacitly adopting characteristic features of each other's writing' (Sabor 3) . The novel could also be assessed as a literal prescription from its author, who may have 'used Amelia to expose those glaring public and private evils which were beyond [Fielding's] authority as a magistrate to correct' (Battestin, A Life 544). Surely the novel does distinguish itself through an innovative combination of debts to established literary genres, and it does perform what Claude Rawson calls a 'retrospective reversal' of the gregarious and more familiar 'comic Epic-Poem in Prose' (150). Yet, Fielding's novel also provides an ironic commentary on representations of sentimental interaction as they were enacted through Richardson's means of moral correction and theorized in David Hume's contemporaneous philosophy. The basis of what Robert Alter has called Fielding's 'whole didactic weakness' derives from an innovative poetics that indicates the lucid personal stakes of social corruption while it allows a certain ambiguity and ironic self-reflexivity that might challenge the reader to question fiction's ability to improve the reader's moral conduct (163) .
In this special sense, which implies a crucial consequence of the novel's formal construction as well as its thematic features, Amelia is more a critical commentary on Richardson's claim that the novel's drama 'should be considered as little more than the Vehicle to the more necessary INSTRUCTION' than it is an attempted embodiment of it (Clarissa 1, vi).
4 When Miss Mathews deteriorates as a consequence of her attempt to use the sentimental means of moral improvement for manipulative ends, the troubling realism that this entails shows that the workings of poetic justice -or of attentive ideal readers -will not correct the facts of social distress.
I
In a letter dated 10 May 1748, before the final three volumes of Clarissa were even printed, Richardson announced that he intended to rewrite his novel in an effort to correct his readers' interpretations of it, a rewriting which might well be 'the earliest example of the effect upon a novel of audience reactions in the course of publication' (KinkeadWeekes 157). Richardson's persistent desire to correct and revise his novel, this suggestion that textual amendment improves moral judgment, provides a commentary on that novel's didactic method especially when we compare Richardson's release of Letters and Passages Restored from the Original Manuscripts of the History of Clarissa with Fielding's promise, which he made in the midst of a barrage of lucid critical hostility over Amelia: 'to trouble the World no more with any Children of mine by the same Muse,' a vow he made within weeks of the novel's release (Covent-Garden 28 Jan. 1752, 66). Fielding's peremptory declaration not to revise Amelia, or even to write another novel again, represented an audacious and very public departure from Richardson's means of moral communication. 5 The relationship between these two editorial decisions operates on both a stylistic and a conceptual level, and discussing its complexity might help us recognize the extent to which Fielding's choice reveals an innovative engagement with a controversial theory of moral sentiments that Hume was trying to validate throughout the 1740s.
In an address 'to lead the common Reader into some tolerable conception of the nature of this Work and the design of its Author,' the Preface to the fourth volume of the first edition of Clarissa declares that the author intends to offer 'Directions for [the reader's] Conduct, or Employment for his Pity, in a HISTORY of LIFE and MANNERS, where, as in the World itself, we find Vice, for a time, triumphant, and Virtue in distress' (4, iv).
6 Whereas Richardson makes strident efforts to remind his readers that the act of interpretation is itself an indication of moral judgment in the real world of actions, where the task of fiction is to delineate Vice and Virtue with prescriptive clarity, Fielding encourages us to realize that the moral quality of interpretation derives from an eternally complex relationship between Vice and Virtue. Moreover, Fielding suggests that this dynamic relationship might not represent itself with certainty in a work of fiction nor be settled through our sentimental response to it. Fielding's avowed promise not to publish another novel assured that the ambiguities of Amelia, through this implicitly defiant answer, would provoke and continue to question the link between the public figure of the court magistrate and his complex literary representations of moral conduct. It also capitalizes on his readers' moral ambivalence as a means of 'promoting the Cause of Virtue/ Richardson responded to public misinterpretation with a determination to school his readers in specific principles by printing two revised editions of Clarissa within three years of its first release and by sending this 'restored' material free of charge to all paid subscribers of the first edition.
7 Toward the end of his career he assembled A Collection of the Moral and Instructive Sentiments, Maxims, Cautions, and Reflections Contained in the Histories of Pamela, Clarissa, and Sir Charles Grandison 'in order to render these Letters more completely useful ' (Collection vii) . No one in the century, it would seem, made a more convincing or public effort to uphold Samuel Johnson's demand that in fiction, 'vice, for vice is necessary to be shewn, should always disgust; nor should the graces of gaiety, or the dignity of courage, be so united with it, as to reconcile it to the mind' (Rambler 4; Works 2, 20). A revealing complexity arises when we explore the stylistic evocations of Clarissa in Amelia, and wonder why Fielding seemed to require references to Richardson as a means to promote his own theory of the relation between readerly experience and moral conduct.
Perhaps the most important formal difference between the two novels derives from the extent to which writing -careful, ostensibly private, yet as Lovelace declares, 'written to the moment' -substitutes for actual speech in Clarissa (4, 288). The composition, delivery, discovery, and interpretation of letters play an important role in Amelia as well; however, unlike Clarissa, where letters provide the sole means of representing dialogue, history, and voice, the letters in Fielding's novel fulfill a delayed and secondhand didactic function. The epistolary mode renders Richardsonian conversation indistinguishable from writing, since all speech in Clarissa is subjected to the limitations and capabilities inherent in the process of composing and interpreting the letter. Moreover, the epistolary conversations that comprise Clarissa define a historian's role for the novel's 'Editor': he is technically indispensable as the organizer of the letters, and this enables him to represent fictional actions as examples of the private conduct of real people. As Linda Kauffman has argued, 'writing is Clarissa's crime and her punishment': Richardson presents letter-writing as the most obvious and precise example of private and public behavior (132). Richardson's editorial position also, of course, allowed him to rewrite the text and represent this revision as the 'restoration' of material. In direct contrast, writing in Amelia exacts a delayed didacticism, since the letters in Fielding's novel are read, interpreted, and introduced by the characters before the narrator comments on them; they offer only one example of public and private conduct among many, including verbal conversation, messages whispered to servants, and stories told to children. Amelia is narrated entirely from a retrospective vantage point and the narrator suggests that his actual friendships with the novel's characters disable him from having a superior command of their private histories. This posture openly prevents him from providing us with an effective, let alone editorial, moral guide to the History.
In the 'Hints of a Preface to Clarissa/ Richardson provides a lucid explanation for the eventual destruction of his heroine: 'Clarissa takes but one false Step in the whole Piece ... but this single Step was of the utmost Consequence' (Brissenden 10). Leo Braudy's sense that Fielding's construction of Miss Mathews evokes 'the rhetoric of Richardsonian iron-chain causality' may be well justified, but Fielding's evocations of Richardson serve an ultimately satirical agenda that demands a more subtle response on the part of the literate reader (205). One of the first letters we encounter in Amelia is written by Betty Harris, Amelia's older unmarried sister, who deceives Amelia in an effort to conceal their mother's wish for Amelia to inherit the family fortune. This letter suggests an outright imitation of Richardson on Fielding's part:
My Mamma being much disordered, hath commanded me to tell you, she is both shocked and surprised at your extraordinary Request, or, as she chuses to call it, Order for Money. You know, my Dear... that your Marriage with this Red-coat Man was entirely against her Consent, and the Opinion of all our Family, (I am sure I may include myself in that Number) and yet after this fatal Act of Disobedience, she was prevailed on to receive you as her Child; not, however, nor are you so to understand it, as the Favourite which you was before. (121) This evident signal to Richardson's first edition of Clarissa, the only edition in which Clarissa refers to her mother with the more aristocratic 'Mamma' and not middle-class 'Mother,' which she will use in subsequent editions, succeeds as an ironic commentary on the iron-chain theory of causality. 8 Richardson intends to defend the view that Clarissa's false step and crucial lapse in her otherwise exquisite judgment is largely responsible for her eventual demise; he famously indicates in the Preface that 'it is one of the principal Views of the Publication, to caution ... Children against preferring a Man of Pleasure to a Man of Probity'; and in his correspondence he states clearly that while 'My Girl is thought over nice by many ... I would that she should have some little things to be blamed for' (Clarissa 1, viii, Selected Letters 88). Elsewhere, Richardson remarks to one of his more critical friends: 1 must say, that I humbly think, sufficient Attention is not given to her being so roughly impelled, so impoliticly driven, into the Power of a Man she must, and I thought apparently would, more probably have avoided' (Selected Letters 81). Betty Harris's letter, on the other hand, satirizes this fixed-link logic through the novel's ultimate revelation that Harris is lying to Amelia to conceal her own forged and botched claim to the family fortune. The evocation of Richardson here suggests that the rhetoric of naïve causality betrays a simple-minded and self-incriminating justification of nothing more than a jealous fantasy. In Amelia this strategy does not permit or explain the destruction of the heroine; it merely embarrasses the exiled older sister whose folly leads to the restoration of the heroine's fortunes. The Richardsonian devices which rely on literal prescription offer us a specifically ironic instruction.
Miss Mathews provides another example of Fielding's playful borrowing of Richardsonian rhetoric when, in the very act of seducing a married man, she echoes Richardson's paternal admonitions: 'what is called being upon a good Footing is, perhaps, being upon a very dangerous one; and a Woman who hath given her Consent to marry, can hardly be said to be safe till she is married' (53). Mathews's words of illusory wisdom eventually descend into what at first appears to be the recital of a tragic melodrama, the climax of which describes her in a fit of jealous rage, stalking and then stabbing her ex-suitor with a penknife because he has married someone else. Her description of the event offers an exact reversal of the circumstances surrounding Clarissa's threat to her own life, the famous penknife scene at Mrs. Sinclair's (cf. Clarissa 5, 340-345). Mathews narrates the prelude to her story thus:
Scarce had I recovered the Use of my Senses, when I received a Letter from the Villain, declaring he had not Assurance to see my Face, and very kindly advising me to endeavour to reconcile myself to my Family; concluding with an Offer, in case I did not succeed, to allow me twenty Pounds a-Year to support me in some remote part of the Kingdom. (59) In Fielding's treatment, Miss Mathews's frenzied attempt on Hebbers's life expresses a proud wish for revenge -'for this Fact I am ready to die, and shall with Pleasure receive the Sentence of the Law' -a wish that evokes the theatricality of burlesque farce; Booth can hardly contain his revulsion and his laughter when the story is told to him (59). Yet, were we to consider the presumed source and most direct influence on the penknife scene, or interpret the conversation in the hypothetical context of an epistolary exchange, Booth would be compelled to express his response in the measured language of a polite yet private correspondence and the comedy would quickly deflate: for how might the confession of violent acts be comédie when it appears in private letters? As readers of Clarissa as well as Amelia, we realize that had Booth married Mathews instead of Amelia (Mathews claims maliciously that he was her first choice), none of this violence, distress, and imprisonment would have taken place. The analogy to the famous penknife scene in Clarissa proposes a deeper reflexive commentary on Fielding's dramatic purposes: when Clarissa threatened to stab herself, the desired effect was to move her captors to fear the consequences of her violence, while it enacted, in a moment of masochistic desperation, the shame and helplessness brought on by her surviving the rape. Miss Mathews might be trying to affect Booth's sympathies by describing her own penknife scene in such close histrionic detail, but the desired dramatic effect fails, and the actual experience brands Mathews as just one more of Justice Thrasher's doomed parties, pathetically and carelessly sentenced to imprisonment in Newgate. Fear of her violent temper further encourages Booth to avoid any subsequent contact with her; hence any masochistic desire on Mathews's part indeed succeeds, but we know enough about Mathews at this point to conclude with confidence that her scheme is highly self-conscious, and her story most likely a calculated exaggeration. By allowing the dynamics of violence and seduction to account for a complexity of intentions and consequences, where our hero is a culpable agent, Fielding both shows and elicits a sentimental enactment of morally ambiguous values. The thesis culminates in a proposal that turns away from social evaluation of moral good toward a discussion of the subjective desire to enact the sentimental fantasies that themselves motivate moral decisions. It is this emphasis on the spectator's desire for a self-confirming pleasure that troubles a theory of sentiment which would try to shape and then reshape the text as a way to improve the reader. For Hume, not only is morality defined solely through an analysis of the sentiments themselves, apart from their practical ends, but moreover the cultivation of moral judgment is beyond the didactic reach of any particular aesthetic experience.
II
In Amelia, as in Hume's moral writings of the 1740s, Fielding shows that eternal and immutable relations might never be a reliable gauge of one's virtue; but by enacting a sentimental interest, however morally unpredictable it might be, we can locate the kind of 'active' psychological wish that motivates people's intentions to act, a wish that is necessarily subject to turbulent and confused social contexts and means of interpretation. A faith in one's ability to predict actions based on a presumed knowledge of inclination is terribly dangerous, as Booth seems doomed to demonstrate. Fielding's interest lies in the recurrent and costly experience of misinterpretations and the seemingly unending disappointments which force his characters to recognize that one's moral qualities do not reveal themselves through any particular code of conduct or demonstrable social allegiance. The conceptions of morality arise, instead, through one's empirical reflections on another's customary conduct that announce one's own moral values: a reflection based on experience and its practical consequences, not on attempts to project or infer the moral function of inclinations. This might have been Richardson's primary motivation when he chose to use fiction to correct moral conduct. However, the response of his readers, like Fielding's, showed him that no literary experience can guarantee any particular sentimental response. Moreover, Fielding's novel articulates its own critique of natural law theory through its insistence that no adherence to any maxim, however outwardly virtuous, will guarantee a convincing reward in the novel's dénouement. Although Amelia and Booth are united in the end, the enormous inheritance that is unexpectedly bestowed on the couple in the novel's final ten pages seems to equate financial success with domestic happiness, the text's final yet certainly contradictory lesson.
Even though the narrator in Amelia opens the novel with pretensions to improve his reader, by the end of the novel the delayed didactic function of his characters' stories enables him to live contiguously with his fiction, or to bring his History into reality. Just as he 'brings our History to a Conclusion,' he underlines this puzzling assertion of his equivalent textual status:
Amelia declared to me the other Day, that she did not remember to have seen her Husband out of Humour these last ten years; and upon my insinuating to her, that he had made her the best of Wives, she answered with a Smile, that she ought to be so, for that he had made her the happiest of Women. (531, 533) Fielding's flippant suggestion here of friendship with the novel's characters serves as a mimetic middle ground which is highly evocative of the 'Conclusion' to the fourth volume of Richardson's Clarissa, where the connection between the author and his characters seems too casual and incidental to offer a 'HISTORY of LIFE and MANNERS, where, as in the World itself, we find Vice, for a time, triumphant, and Virtue in distress.' At the same time, the relationship is sufficiently realistic to warrant a democratic invitation for us to make an empirical comparison of ourselves with the novel's characters, one which is not mitigated or controlled by any author or literary friend.
Ill
In January 1746/7, Richardson might have borrowed Fielding's terminology when he referred to his own 'Scribbling' as 'a New Species of Writing/ a rhetoric he used when confiding to his friends the problems he faced while developing the plot structure of Clarissa. He implied a contrast to the more complex notions of readerly reception that would be elicited by Amelia:
I never had the Assurance to think it any-thing extraordinary -Only knew my Intention; and thought the Stories might do some Good, if not ill-received. Richardson discovered as early as October 1748 (before the release of the novel's final installment) that his villain, Lovelace, was being admired for his charm, that the 'principal Views of the Publication' were being threatened by a miscomprehending audience: 'it has been a matter of surprise to me,' Richardson writes politely to Lady Bradshaigh, 'and indeed of some concern, that this character has met with so much favour from the good and virtuous,' including Bradshaigh herself (Clarissa 1, viii; Correspondence 4, 187). This led directly to Richardson choosing to issue for free the revised Letters and Passages Restored to the Original Manuscripts of the History of Clarissa to all purchasers of the first edition. Fielding, on the other hand, requires Booth's gentlemanly failings -his sexual infidelity, irresponsible gambling, and reluctance to confess his guilt -to substantiate his heroism, even though these failings are never subjected to a proven reformation. Booth's attachment to unchristian codes of conduct indeed seems so nearly Mandevillian that when this is suggested to him, Booth must explain in detail that in fact his values should not be so termed (114) (115) . Without these deficiencies and the abundant examples of their unfortunate results, Fielding would not be able to integrate his experience of social injustice into a novel that engages directly with actual legal controversies. Even as Fielding professes his intentions 'to promote the Cause of Virtue, and to expose some of the most glaring Evils, as well public as private, which at present infect the Country/ he has allowed Amelia to address, as Martin Battestin has noted, 'a sensationalist psychology' that threatens 'conventional Christian humanism' even as the novel represents 'a theory of human nature virtually indistinguishable from the psychology it ostensibly repudiates ' (3, 'Problem' 616, 635) . It is this quality of moral incompatibility with social realism that invites the reader's sentimental enactment of this drama in the imagination as a means to promoting virtue, one which cannot be solved by an authorial demand for poetic justice. When Amelia herself realizes her virtue rewarded at the novel's close, the reward is not for her conduct -she in fact performs few actions in the course of the novel -but for her inclinations, the ambiguities of which continue to lead critics to censure Fielding's conferral of a poetic justice at the novel's 'Conclusion.' Booth's reformation is a straightforward and instantaneous response to reading, a turn in sentiment that is merely declared and not enacted:
'You say you have had your Doubts, young Gentleman, indeed I did not know that-And pray, what were your Doubts?' 'Whatever they were, Sir/ said Booth, 'they are now satisfied, as I believe those of every impartial and sensitive Reader will be, if he will, with due Attention, read over these excellent Sermons/ (511) No one else in Fielding's realistic novel finds a miraculous restoration through a renewed appreciation of Christian writings, and in the same way Fielding's novel will not try to cement the link between sentimental experience and moral conduct. George Sherburn has referred to Booth's swift conversion to Christian humanism in the novel's final pages as 'a supernatural intervention' that does not deserve its reward (151). The vivid characterizations of suffering and depravity somehow defy the attempted closure of Fielding's conclusion, and they problematize Dr. Harrison's solemn moment with Booth at the end of the novel in which he asserts that 'Providence hath done you the Justice at last, which it will one day or other render to all Men' (522). As Ronald Paulson has pointed out, the ending is negligible in its literal resolution: '[Amelia's London] society remains as corrupt at the end as at the beginning' (Satire 163). After we learn of a repentant thief's religious reformation, we learn that Robinson has 'returned to vicious Courses/ has been apprehended for stealing a handbag, and has been hanged at Tyburn: a formulaic sequence that supports Fielding's view: 'so apt are Men, whose Manners have been once thoroughly corrupted, to return, from any Dawn of an Amendment, into the dark Paths of Vice' (532). We might wonder whether this maxim will apply to Booth after his own amendment from gambling, adultery, atheism, and material extravagance: this final devel-opment in the plot complicates Fielding's representations of heroic action when we feel tempted to read these as moral prescriptions in the tradition of sentimental writing.
Perhaps no other novel of eighteenth-century England offers the unpredictability, unconventionality, and yet avowedly serious moral intent of Amelia, Fielding's final sustained work of fiction: the controversial link between poetic justice and sentimental involvement, where readers would confront the realistic fact of social injustice without the editorial protection of a convincing moral revision, offers a decisive challenge to Richardson by pointing to the unresolved details of social injustice that defy narrative correction. The refusal to revise, qualify, or continue Amelia provides an important analogy to its hero and heroine's urban plight whose troubling story merges with its own retelling. The task of writing this novel showed Fielding defending the innovative notion that moral correction through textual revision will not enact the sentimental engagements which are the most effective means of promoting the cause of virtue. Van Marter 1975,119) .
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8 Shirley Van Marter explains that 'another large set of revisions systematically alters various terms of address throughout the second edition.' She continues: 'One of the most obvious patterns is the disappearance of Clarissa's childlike use of "mamma" and "papa." In 1749 Richardson consistently replaced these two words with the more restrained greeting "Mother" and "Father." ' (1973,112) Fielding was aware of the class associations with these words; see Joseph Andrews 4.7 where Pamela Booby drops 'mother and father' in favour of 'mamma and papa' when declaring 'I am no longer Pamela Andrews; I am now this gentleman's lady' (327). 10 Hume's coy allusion refers to this passage in the Essay in which Locke relates ethical propriety to mathematical certainty: 'Where there is no property, there is no injustice, is a proposition as certain as any demonstration in Euclid: for the idea of property being a right to any thing; and the idea to which the name injustice is given, being the invasion or violation of that right; it is evident that... I can as certainly know this proposition to be true, as that a triangle has three angles equal to two right ones. ' (4.3.18, II208) 
